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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a novel method for face recognition. Its basic idea
is to use a coarse to fine strategy based on Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)
feature. To recognize a test sample, our method contains the three main steps: The
first step identifies a certain number of candidates from training samples, depending on
the Euclidean distance between the test sample and all training samples. The second
step counts the numbers of well matched pairs of SIFT features between each candidate
chosen in the first step and the test sample, then chooses several samples from candidates
with the greater number of well matched pairs. The third step calculates the similarity
between the test sample and each class that includes training samples chosen in second
step, and chooses a class with the highest similarity to be the recognition result. By the
first two steps, our method succeeds in greatly reducing the computational complexity, and
avoiding the interference of those samples that may cause error recognition to a certain
extent. The third step enhances the robustness of our method. Extensive experiments on
different public face databases confirm that our method obtains high recognition accuracy
and has a good robustness.
Keywords: pattern recognition, face recognition, SIFT features.

1. Introduction. In the present society, recognition technology on biometrics, such as
palmprint, iris, and face, has received much attention [1-6]. As one of the most represen-
tative biometrics techniques, face recognition has undergone considerable development in
recent years [7-15].

Until now, many methods of face recognition have been proposed. For example, Eigen-
face [16], Independent component analysis (ICA) [17] and Fisher Discriminate Analysis
[18] are the classic holistic face recognition methods which are simple and effective [19].
Although the holistic feature can measure the entire characteristic of an image, it can-
not avoid losing some details within an image. Many recent researches show that local
features are more effective to describe the detailed and stable information of an image.
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Among these local features, Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) proposed by D.
Lowe [20] became popular in face recognition. One interesting thing about the SIFT is
its capability to capture the main gray level features of an objects view by means of local
patterns extracted from a scale-space decomposition of an image [21]. Luo et al. [22]
showed the good representation ability of SIFT features through combining the person-
specific SIFT features and a simple matching strategy. So far, researchers have made a
lot of researches on SIFT, including some improvements [23-26]. Mikolajczyk and Schmid
[27] identified the SIFT as the most resistant to common image deformations. Further-
more, they applied SIFT to face recognition and compared it with PCA, 2DPCA, and
so on [28], which proved SIFT to be a powerful matching tool. B. Dai et al. [29] kept
all initial SIFT keypoints as features and detected the keypoints described by a partial
descriptor at a large scale. This method performed well on ORL and AR face databases
by using such kind of features. Ajmal Mian [30] also used SIFT feature for video-based
face recognition, and achieved high recognition and verification accuracy.
Although these SIFT based methods have a good performance, they pay too much

attention on local features, leading the overall information of an image ignored. However,
the linear representation methods [31-39], which used the whole image for representation,
showed the powerful ability in classification. Xu et al. [40] proposed a method called Two-
Phase Test Sample Sparse Representation (TPTSR). This method calculated a coefficient
matrix using all training samples to represent the test sample, and chose a certain number
of neighbors to classify the test sample. This method was effective on many face databases;
however, it cost a large amount of time to calculate the coefficient matrix in practice.
Inspired by [30] and [40], we propose our method based on SIFT for face recognition. In

our method, we make use of Euclidean distance to choose a certain number of candidates,
and apply SIFT features extracted from those candidates to classify the test sample. We
decrease the size of data at a low computational cost by choosing some candidates, and
combine the holistic feature (Euclidean distance) with the local feature (SIFT) for face
recognition.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the extraction proce-

dure of SIFT features. Section 3 describes the details of our method; Section 4 analyzes
our method in detail. Section 5 shows our experiments on different face databases and
the comparison with some other methods; Section 6 gives a brief conclusion.

2. FEATURES EXTRACTION. The SIFT is usually used to extract local features
of an image, and it has several advantages: (1) SIFT features keep invariant on rotation,
scale scaling, and illumination change of images; (2) SIFT features maintain a certain
degree of stability on perspective changes, affine transformation, and robustness to the
noise; (3) SIFT features are uniqueness and informative [41].
The feature extraction procedure of SIFT can be described as follows.
STEP1. Construct the DOG scale-space:

D(x, y, σ) = (G(x, y, kσ)−G(x, y, σ))∗I(x, y) = L(x, y, kσ)−L(x, y, σ)
(1)

where G(x, y, σ) = 1
2πσ2 e

−(x2+y2)/2σ2
, I(x, y) is the original image, and

L(x, y, σ) = G(x, y, σ) ∗ I(x, y).
STEP2. Get the keypoints: We get the keypoints at the scale space extreme in the

difference of Gaussian function convolved with the image.
STEP3. Assign an orientation and gradient modulus to each keypoint:

m(x, y) =

√
(L(x+ 1, y)− L(x− 1, y))2 + (L(x, y + 1)− L(x, y − 1))2

(2)
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θ(x, y) = tan−1(
L(x, y + 1)− L(x, y − 1)

L(x+ 1, y)− L(x− 1, y)
) (3)

STEP4. Construct the descriptor of SIFT features: We sample within an
8*8 neighborhood window centered on the keypoints, and divide the neighborhood into
four 4*4 child windows as shown in Fig.1. Then we calculate the gradient orientation
histogram [41] with eight bins in each child window and get a 128-dimensional vector
called descriptor.

Figure 1. Get descriptors from the gradient orientation histogram

We can extract different numbers of descriptors from different images. Take images
of one subject in FERET face database as an example, the descriptors of SIFT features
extracted in the images can be shown as a series of points in Fig.2.

Figure 2. A show for the descriptors of SIFT extracted

3. DETAILS OF OUR METHOD. Our method mainly consists of the following three
steps:

STEP1. Choose N “candidates” based on the Euclidean distance. We define
X = {x11, · · · , xij, · · · } as a test sample, Y = {y11, · · · yij, · · · } as a training sample, where
xij and yij are the pixels at position (i.j) of the test and training samples respectively. Let
B = {Y1, Y2, . . .} denote the training set. Let D(X,Yk) be the Euclidean distance between
a test sample X and a training sample Yk.

D(X,Yk)

√√√√i=H,j=W∑
i=1,j=1

(xij − yij)
2 (4)
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H and W are the height and width of a test sample respectively. The training samples
should have the same size as the test sample.
We sort the whole training samples in the ascending order of Euclidean distance, and

then choose N training samples with smaller distance as “candidates” set C.

C = {(Y1...YN)|D(X,Y1) ≤ D(X, Y2) ≤ . . . ≤ D(X, YN) ≤ D(X, YN+1)}
(5)

Where N ≤ n, n is the number of training samples in training set B.
STEP2. Choose P new “candidates” based on SIFT features. In this step, we

choose P new “candidates” from C based on the number of well matched pairs of SIFT
features. First of all, we define the criterion of well matched pair of SIFT features. We
build a KD-tree [42] using the descriptors of SIFT features in a training sample. And
then, for each descriptor a in the test sample, we employ Best-Bin-First search algorithm
to find out k nearest nodes b1, b2, . . . bk in the KD-tree (usually k= 2), which are sorted
in descending order. Let d1,d2 respectively be the distances between a and b1, a and b2.
We then calculate the ratio of d1, d2:

ratio = d1/d2 (6)

If ratio < Threshold (defined manually), we define a and b1 are a well matched pair
of SIFT features. Fig.3 shows the effect of Threshold on the recognition accuracy. When
Threshold is below a certain value, the recognition accuracy increases rapidly and reaches
the highest while Threshold is 0.5. Thus, we fix it as 0.5 in our method.

Figure 3. Recognition accuracy with respect to varying threshold

We take some images of a subject from FERET face database for example to show the
well matched pairs of two images, as shown in Fig.4.
In this step, we count the number of well matched pairs of SIFT features between the

test sample and each “candidate” in C, and sort the “candidate” samples in descending
order. Then we choose P samples from C with the greater number of well matched pairs
as the new “candidates” set C ′= {C′

1,C
′
2, · · · ,C′

P}.
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Figure 4. An example of matched pairs of SIFT features

STEP3. Calculate the average similarity between classes. Let Mi be a class
with the same class label as new “candidates” c′i ∈ C ′, eij the angle of SIFT feature
descriptors between a test sample and the j-th training sample in Mi, and ēi be the
average angle between the test sample and each class Mi. We calculate eij by using Eq.
(7), and ēi by using Eq. (8).

eij = cos−1(
ftest · fij

∥ftest∥ · ∥fij∥
) (7)

ēi =

L∑
j=1

eij

L
(8)

Where ftest and fij are the descriptors of the test sample and the j-th training sample
in Mi respectively, and L is the number of training samples in Mi.

In our method, we describe the similarity of a test sample and the class Mi by using ēi
and choose the class with the minimum angle as the recognition result.

To get high recognition accuracy, we adjust some parameters involved in our method
by using a small validation set. The parameters mainly include the numbers N ,P of
“candidates” chosen in the first two steps and the Threshold used to count the number
of well matched pair of SIFT.

4. ANALYSIS OF OUR METHOD. The procedure of our method in section 3 can
be shown in Fig.5.

Figure 5. The general procedure of our method
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In our method, the first step is on the assumption that for a test sample, theres more
possible to have smaller distance with the samples from the same class than the ones from
different classes. Through an experiment on AR and FERET face databases, we find that
more than 93% of the “candidates” chosen in the first step have the same class label as
the test sample. This indicates that our assumption is ground-truth. Take a test sample
X1 with the class label of “1” for example; Fig.6 shows the Euclidean distances of X1 and
the samples in the same class are less than that of X1 and the ones in the different classes.
So this step excludes those samples which are much different from the test sample, and
decreases their interferences on the recognition.

Figure 6. The horizontal axis (x) represents the class label of different
samples; the vertical axis (y) represents the Euclidean distance of X1 with
samples. The distance of X1 with samples from the same class is smaller
than those from different classes.

The second step aims to modify the first step. We choose a certain number of samples
from “candidates” chosen in the first step based on the number of matched pairs of SIFT
features to modify the rank of “candidates”. Whats more, by the first two steps, we
combine the Euclidean distance with SIFT features. This makes us pay more attentions
on the holistic as well as the detailed information of an image.
In the third step, we make our decisions depending on the new “candidates” set C ′.

However, just using the information of ci
′ ∈ C ′ is not abundant. In fact, this situation

maybe happens: a sample is similar to the test sample, but its not from the same class
as the test sample. Obviously, this situation leads error recognition. To avoid this situ-
ation as much as possible, we make use of all training samples in the same class as ci

′,
which contains more information of different poses, gestures, et al. to calculate the mean
similarity between each class with the test sample, and pick the class with the highest
similarity as recognition result.
Taking a test sample (shown in Fig.7) in AR face database for example, we show the

corresponding results of three steps in Fig.8, Fig.9, and Fig.10 respectively. By the first
step, we choose N = 15 “candidates”. Fig.8 shows the “candidates” in the ascending
order of Euclidean distance, and the nearest sample is not from the same class as the test
sample. By the second step, we choose P = 5 new “candidates”. Fig.9 shows them in
the descending order of the number of matched pairs of SIFT features. We can find the
ranking of the sample from the same class as the test sample increased. At last, Fig.10
shows the recognition result after the third step. From these figures, we can find that not
only the interference samples are less after the first two steps, but also the rank of the
correct sample increases after the second step.
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Figure 7. The test sample

Figure 8. The “candidates” chosen in the first step

Figure 9. The new “candidates” chosen in the second step

Figure 10. The recognition result after the third step

In contrast, if we recognize a test sample by calculating the number of matched pairs
of SIFT features directly without choosing “candidates”, the rate of error recognition will
be higher. As shown Fig.11, an error recognition result is given for the test sample. This
shows the effectiveness of choosing “candidates”:

Figure 11. The recognition result without choosing “candidates”

In summary, by the first two steps, we reduce the size of data significantly, and abandon
non-similarity samples as many as possible, which helps us pay more attentions on those
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more similar samples; in the third step, we characterize the similarity well using a weighted
sum. Thus, our method obtains high recognition accuracy.

Figure 12. Comparison of our method with the original SIFT method
that classifies on the entire training set. The horizontal axis (x) represents
the number of training samples; the vertical axis (y) represents the average
cost of time on the condition that N=15 and P=15. It shows that our
method has low computational complexity.

Figure 13. Partial results of our method on FERET database, the first
and third lines are test samples, and images below them are their corre-
sponding recognition result. It shows that our method gets the correct
recognition result in the most cases.
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5. EXPERIMENT AND COMPARISON. We conduct a number of experiments
on AR [43], FERET [44], and ORL [45] face databases to test our method, and make
comparisons with some other methods, including the original SIFT, TPTSR [41], Principal
Component Analysis (PCA), Sparse Representation Classification (SRC) [46] and Linear
Regression Classification (LRC) [47].

5.1. Parameters of Our Method. To verify the influence of the number N of “candi-
dates” chosen in the first step and the number P of “candidates” chosen in the second
step on our method, we conduct a series of experiments with different N and P on a small
validation set from AR, FERET, and ORL. Fig.14 and Fig.15 show the result.

Figure 14. The horizontal axis (x) represents the value range of N ; the
vertical axis (y) represents the recognition accuracy on different databases
on the condition of P=15.

Figure 15. The horizontal axis (x) represents the value range of P ; the
vertical axis (y) represents the recognition accuracy on different databases
on the condition of N=15.

Fig.14 shows too large N may decrease the recognition rates. The probable reason is
that more “candidates” contain more non-similarity samples, which increases the proba-
bility of error recognition. Fig.15 shows larger P increases the recognition accuracy to a
certain extent, but it cannot be bigger than N . Moreover, the bigger N and P will be of
higher computational complexity. Finally we find the fittest values of N=15 and P=15,
on which the following experiments are conducted.
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5.2. Face Databases Used In Experiments.

5.2.1. FERET Face Database. In this database, we use 1400 images whose resolution is
80 * 80, from 200 subjects with each subject providing 7 images. We choose the former
4 images of each subject as training samples, and the remained 3 images are regarded
as the corresponding test samples. Finally, we get a training set including 800 images
with 200 subjects, and a test set including 600 images with 200 subjects. Fig.16 shows
some samples in FERET database, and TABLE 1 shows the recognition accuracy of our
method on different number of subjects from FERET database.

Figure 16. Some face images from FERET database

Table 1. The recognition accuracy of our method on FERET

5.2.2. ORL Face Database. In this database, we use 1400 images whose resolution is
46*56, from 40 subjects with each subject providing 10 images. We choose the former
5 images of each subject as training samples, and the remained 5 images are the test
samples. Finally, we get a training set including 200 images with 40 subjects, and a test
set including 200 images with 40 subjects. Fig.17 shows some samples in ORL database,
and TABLE 2 shows the recognition accuracy of our method on different number of
subjects from ORL database.

Figure 17. Some face images from FERET database
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Table 2. The recognition accuracy of our method on AR

Figure 18. Some face images from AR database

Table 3. The recognition accuracy of our method on AR

5.2.3. AR Face Database. In this database, we use 1680 images whose resolution is 80 *
100, from 120 subjects with each subject providing 14 images. We choose the former 7
images of each subject as training samples, and the remained 7 images are regarded as
the corresponding test samples. Finally, we get a training set including 840 images with
120 subjects, and a test set including 840 images with 120 subjects. Fig.18 shows some
samples in AR database, and TABLE 3 shows the recognition accuracy of our method on
different number of subjects from AR database.
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5.3. Comparison with other methods. To test the performance of our method, we
conduct a series of experiments on different face databases to compare our method with
other methods. The experiment results are shown as follows.
Using the coarse to fine strategy and the information of classes rather than only single

sample, is more effective and can achieve a better performance. To prove it, we design an
experiment to compare our method with the original SIFT which counts the number of
matched pairs of SIFT features between each test sample and all training samples, and
chooses the training sample with the largest number of matched pair as the recognition
result. Fig.19 and Fig.20 show the result of comparison on different databases.

Figure 19. Comparison our method and the original SIFT on FERET and
AR databases; the horizontal axis (x) represents the number of training set;
the vertical axis (y) represents the recognition accuracy.

Figure 20. Comparison of our method and the original SIFT on ORL;
the horizontal axis (x) represents the number of training set; the vertical
axis (y) represents recognition accuracy. Our method has higher recognition
accuracy.

We compare our method with PCA that uses 50, 100, 150, 200 transform axes on
ORL database, 140, 210, 420, 630 transform axes on AR database, 100, 200, 400, 600
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transform axes on FERET database, respectively. Fig.21 and Fig.22 show the result of
the comparisons.

Figure 21. Comparison of our method and PCA on FERET and AR;
the horizontal axis (x) represents the number of training set for our
method/transform axes for PCA; the vertical axis (y) represents the recog-
nition accuracy.

Figure 22. Comparison of our method and PCA on ORL; the horizontal
axis (x) represents the number of training set for our method/transform
axes for PCA; the vertical axis (y) represents the recognition accuracy.
From Fig.21 and Fig.22, Its easy to find that our method performs much
better than PCA.

To prove the good performance of SIFT features used in our method, we compare our
method with TPTSR [38], which makes use of sparse representation based on choosing
neighbors of the test sample from all training samples. Fig.23 shows the result of the
comparison on FERET and AR databases.
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Figure 23. Comparison of our method and TPTSR on FERET, AR, and
ORL; the horizontal axis (x) represents the number of training set; the
vertical axis (y) represents the recognition accuracy. We can find that our
method outperforms over TPTSR, especially on FERET and AR databases.

Figure 24. Comparison of our method and SRC on FERET, AR, and
ORL; the horizontal axis (x) represents the number of training set; the
vertical axis (y) represents the recognition accuracy.

Figure 25. Comparison of our method and SRC on ORL; the horizontal
axis (x) represents the number of training set; the vertical axis (y) represents
the percentage of correct recognition. From Fig 24 and Fig 25, we can find
that our method outperforms over SRC, especially on FERET and AR.

Fig.24 and Fig.25 show the comparison of our method with SRC. We can easily find
that our method has a better performance than SRC.
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Figure 26. Comparison of our method and LRC on AR database; the
horizontal axis (x) represents the number of training samples; the vertical
axis (y) represents recognition accuracy.

6. CONCLUSION. This paper proposes a SIFT features based method for face recog-
nition, and adopts the coarse to fine strategy by choosing “candidates” to reduce the
size of data. The proposed method combines a local feature with a holistic classification
method. To optimize the data set and compute effectively, we choose “candidates” twice
based on Euclidean distance and SIFT features respectively, which reduce the compu-
tational complexity and enhance the effectiveness for face recognition at the same time.
Besides, after picking out new “candidate” samples, we use the whole samples in the same
class as the new “candidates” rather than only the new “candidates”. A number of exper-
iments show that our method performs well on several face databases. In the future, we
will try to use our method in practical application and continue digging out more possible
ways to apply SIFT features, and then improve its performance on face recognition.
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